
Line professional maintenance
Indications To restore the original shine and gloss of the marble and terrazzo floors.
How to use Uneven floors and/or gaps or deeply scratched floors must be grinded/polished

before by using diamond abrasives. Put a steel wool disk underneath the machine. Start the machine
and check that is working correctly and rotates with stability. Pour a little amount of K9 Golden
liquid onto the floor. (Approximately 10 to 20 ml.) Inmediatly pass over the machine, left to right
and up and down continuously, working 1 to 3 square metres (30-40 square feet), until it is
completely dry. Avoid to use the steel-wool disks too much wet and replace them frequently.

Composition Aqueous solution of microcrystals and wax emulsion. Active substance 20%.
Technical Data Consumptions may vary according to the type and condition of the floor and the

gloss requested.
Stability Avoid the frost. Do not store the product at temperature lower than 0°C (32°F) and

higher than 40°C (104°F); store in dry, cool place and keep well closed the containers.
Notes After the floor is dry, passing a soft felt (white pad) enhances the gloss.
Limitation of liability The data provided here derive from published information or from our

own laboratory tests. The information provided here must be considered as a guideline and not as any
form of performance guarantee. Since the application of the product is beyond the control of the
manufacturer or supplier, our liability for defective products, when verified, is limited to refund of the
purchase price.

A preliminary test in a small, hidden area is recommended before application
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K2 Crystalliza�on Liquid

Manufactured by Coor Kleever, SA

Description Water based liquid for use with Coor Kleever machines and steel wool discs to give
gloss on calcium carbonated floors, such as marble, terrazzo, marble agglomerates and polished
concrete. It gives a long lasting, hard and non slippery surface.
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